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1. Introduction

1.1 Public bike sharing System

Bikes are important part of public transportation since they are environment-friendly,

cheap and easy to adapt to different environment. They also provide a popular form of

recreation, and have been adapted for use as children's toys, general fitness and military

and police applications. Nowadays, with the emphasis on healthy living style, bikes

become even more popular. The bike sharing systems (also known as BSS) provide

people an opportunity to use bicycles anytime and anywhere without the limitation of

inconvenience (Parkes et al., 2013). People initially tried and failed to introduce

bike-sharing schemes in the 1960s due to the technical limitations such as tracking bikes

and instant payment. However, nowadays, technological advances, such as bike tracking,

solar powered sensors, mobile phones and wide-area internet and online aces, have

helped transform bike-sharing from an aspiration to reality. The fact is that

biking-sharing systems are gaining popularity in many cities. Especially in recent years,

bike sharing systems ushered in the explosive growth. The growth of bike sharing

systems brings both health benefits and environmental benefits. In addition, the growing

usage of bikes as means of transportation is associated with reduction in pollution and

traffic congestion.
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With the existing usage data of successful bike-sharing companies, take Citi Bike in New

York as an example, we can understand bikes usage in a deeper layer of understanding.

Citibike In this paper, these following questions will be discussed: How do people use

those bike sharing systems? How does weather factors influence the usage of bike

sharing systems? To analyze those questions, in this paper, three specific hypotheses

listed below are used to conduct a study.

1. How weather factors influence user’ demand of bike-sharing systems?

2. Different gender groups of bike sharing system users have their own characteristics.

Can they be used to distinguish the ride gender and help them?

3. Can bike sharing system replace taxi service in New York City?

As we can see the hypotheses, this research will focus on weather elements and users’

behaviors. It is certain that many other factors will influence users’ behavior like

economic elements and social security factors. But in this study, those elements will not

be discussed, and in the sampling section, we will try to control those factors in order to

give a reliable results.

1.2 Background of Citi Bike

Citi Bike launched in May 2013 with 6,000 bikes at 332 stations in Manhattan and

Brooklyn. By the end of 2017, Citi Bike will have doubled in size, with 12,000 bikes at

700 stations in Manhattan, Brooklyn and Queens. Since Citi Bike’s launch, annual

membership has grown to more than 115,000. Ridership is robust: Citi Bike users took
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more than 14 million trips in 2017, up from 10 million the previous year. Riders continue

to break their own daily trip record.

Figure 1.1 Existing Citi Bike stations , Jan 2017

Citi Bike has approximately 115,000 annual members. More than 500,000 Citi “casual”

passes (24-hour or 3-day passes) were sold this year. Despite the larger number of casual

passes sold than annual memberships, annual members took the vast majority of trips in

2017. As of winter 2017, 366 of 614 Citi Bike stations in New York City are in

Manhattan, and 248 are located in Queens and Brooklyn. Most of the highest trafficked

stations are near parks, greenways and/or major transit hubs.
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2. Literature Review

Several countries have been enjoying a bicycling boom all around the world. There is a

growing volume of research into bike-sharing systems. Studies have found that both

Europe and North America are experiencing a major adoption phase with new systems

emerging and growth in existing systems, and that private sector operators have been

important entrepreneurs in both locations with respect to technology and business models

(Parkes et al., 2013).

A number of researches have determined factors affecting bike sharing usage and tried to

predict bike sharing flow using different urban factors such as: population, job, bicycle

lanes, proximity to public transport, bike sharing station density, altitude, retail shops,

etc.. These studies were conducted using daily, monthly or yearly aggregated data which

can hide the variety of daily bike sharing usage. Based on station data, Jappinen et

al.(Jappinen et al., 2013) indicated that integration of public bikes with traditional public

transportation can promote sustainable daily mobility in Helsinki. Studies on London’s

bicycle-sharing systems found that two strikes of the London subway led to an increase

of the number and duration of public bike trips , and that easier access to the system can

promote weekday commuting and weekend use (Fuller D et al, 2015) . Also, Goodman

and Cheshire found that the introduction of casual access to London’s system

encouraged more women to use the system, and the extension of the system to

highly-deprived areas not only attracts new users but also increases local travel in such
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areas(Goodman et al, 2015). Zhao et al. compared 69 Chinese bike-sharing systems.

Based on the effects of urban population, government expenditure, system size, and

operation policy on daily use and daily use per bike, they suggested that the bike-member

ratio could be less than 0.2 and that the adoption of personal credit and universal cards to

access to systems influences the usage in a positive way(Zhao et.al , 2015).

Besides those studies that focus on the factors that determine the usage of bike sharing

systems, many researches have been done aiming to exploring the spatial and temporal

patterns of bike use over the time of day, using data mining (Froehlich J 2009;

Kaltenbrunner A 2010; Vogel P 2011 ) and visualization techniques (.Beecham R

2014;Zhao J 2015; Zhou X 2015 ). Froehlich et al. grouped stations based on bicycle

activity at the stations of Barcelona’s public bike system(Froehlich J 2009), and

Kaltenbrunner et al. extended the former analysis by predicting bicycle activity at

Barcelona’s stations over the hours of the day (Kaltenbrunner A 2010) . They generally

found that usage during peak hours of weekdays are quite different from that of weekends,

and that differences in peak usage at stations might be associated with the kind of

activities in the neighborhood. Beecham et al. analyzed cycling trips by members of

London’s bike-sharing system(Beecham R 2014). They found that women tend to use

public bikes at weekends and within London’s parks, while men tend to use public bikes

for commuting (Goodman A et.al, 2014). Moreover, women’s trips are highly spatially

structured and mainly occur in areas with cycle routes and/or with slower traffic. Similar

visual techniques were employed by Zhao et al. , who analyzed the cycling trip chains by

gender and day of the week in Nanjing, China(Zhao et al., 2015) . They found that on

weekdays, women tend to make multiple-circle trips and spend more time on cycling than
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men. Moreover, Zhou investigated the spatial-temporal pattern of cycling trips of the

Chicago bike-sharing system, and uncovered different travel patterns between weekdays

and weekends as well as between customers and subscribers.

What’s more, many studies focus on clustering usage pattern. These studies use actual

bike sharing flow data obtained from stations to determine the typology of bike sharing

users or to analyze the characteristics of bike sharing usage. They contribute to the

literature by studying user behavior in response to bike sharing system and examining the

characteristics of this system. Usually, different patterns are clustered into commuters,

travelers and leisure users. In some studies, students will be analyzed separately as an

interesting group (Volume, M. E. 2011). Linear regression model is also often used in

these studies.
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3. Data Preparation and Feature Extraction

3.1 Data Collection

Three different data sets are used in our study. The first data set used is the Citibike trip

data set provided by the Citi Bike official website. In this paper, I used the data from

2017, from Jan 1st to Dec 31th. This data set contained the following features:

 Trip Duration (seconds)

 Start Time and Date

 Stop Time and Date

 Start Station Name

 End Station Name

 Station ID

 Station Lat/Long

 Bike ID

 User Type (Customer = 24-hour pass or 3-day pass user; Subscriber = Annual

Member)

 Gender (Zero=unknown; 1=male; 2=female)

 Year of Birth
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This data has been processed to remove trips that are taken by staff as they service and

inspect the system, and any trips that were below 60 seconds in length (potentially false

starts or users trying to re-dock a bike to ensure it's secure).

As for this data set, three features are mainly studied, the Trip Duration, Start Time and

Date and Bike id. Finally from the above four Citibike features we calculated the explicit

features used in our model: week number, weekend, weekday, bike demand between all

pairs of stations, and mean/median trip duration.

The second data set was collected from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA). It provide the access to GHCN (Global Historical

Climatology Network) – Daily Database, which is a database that addresses the critical

need for

historical daily temperature, precipitation, and snow records over global land areas.

GHCN-Daily is a composite of climate records from numerous sources that were merged

and then subjected to a suite of quality assurance reviews. The archive includes over 40

meteorological elements including temperature daily maximum/minimum, temperature

at observation time, precipitation, snowfall, snow depth, evaporation, wind movement,

wind maximums, soil temperature, cloudiness, and more.

The third data set used in this paper is NYC taxi trip data provided by the official web

pages of the NYC Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC). The taxi trip records include

fields capturing pick-up and drop-off dates/times, pick-up and drop-off locations, trip

distances, itemized fares, rate types, payment types, and driver-reported passenger counts.

The data were collected and provided to the NYC Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC)
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by technology providers authorized under the Taxicab & Livery Passenger Enhancement

Programs (TPEP/LPEP). Like the NOAA data, this data set is not as organized as the

bike data,which contains a lot of missing values and abnormal values.

3.2 Data Cleaning

The Citi Bike and the NYC Taxi Trip data set were already quite well-organized and

involved only fixing small errors, such as trip duration that lasted over 24 hours

(presumably these trips were either data input errors or the bikes were stolen). The

duration information is directly provided in the Citi Bike trip data set, while as for the

taxi trip data, I created a new duration feature in this cleaning process. Also, both of the

data set contains some missing value. The missing values in the spatial information like

start point / end point coordinates are deleted for further analysis, while the missing

values in the user information part like year of birth are replaced with zeros.

Unlike the above described Trip dataset, GHNC data set was not well-organized -

containing a large amount of incomplete and inconsistent observations. Adding to this

there were also numerous discrepancies between the data and its explanatory text file.

Firstly to clean this data I removed the indicator variables, which were not relevant for

our research. Then I fixed the high number of incomplete observations by using a mean

binning method, in many such cases the feature had to be removed because the number of

incomplete observations was too high. Furthermore, I then applied two feature reduction

algorithms to further reduce the number of features: high correlation threshold (FCT) and

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Our feature reduction results provided only three

possible intuitively relevant features: temperature, wind and rain(or snow).
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3.3 Data Visualization

The Citi Bike trip data in 2017 contains over 273 thousands trip records. To analyze how

users are using this public bike sharing services, the first step is to look into the data and

visualize the data for intuitive understanding.

There are 273886 records in total after data cleaning. Among those trip data, men took

almost three quarters of all trips , while female took only a quarter. Also, the users age’s

median number is 36, half of the users age land between 31 and 42.

Figure 3.1 Gender distribution of Citi Bike users

I further looked into the age distribution within different groups. Figures below shows the

distribution of users age.
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(a)

(b) (male)

(c) (female)

Figure 3.2 Age Distribution of Citi Bike users, (a) total distribution, (b) distribution within

male group, (c) distribution within female group
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It is clear that the due to the large size of the male user, the male’s age distribution

looks like the total distribution a lot. It is similar to the Poisson distribution, where the

peak appear around 34. On the other hand, due to the size of female user group , the age

distribution is not as normal as the male group. Age 29 and 31 stand out. Also, the

median age of female group is smaller than the male group. And the elder female group

also stands out as we can see that most of the users over 70 years old are female.

Figure 3.3 Trip Duration

Figure 3.3 below is the Citi Bike trip duration distribution after the data cleaning process.

The minimize and maximize duration of Citi Bike trip are 5 and 1440 respectively. The

median number of trip duration is around 4 hours and the distribution is similar to normal

distribution as well.
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4. Demand Analysis

As shown in the figures 4.1 and 4.2 below, the demand among different bike stations vary

a lot and the average demand vary a lot in different month. In this section, what I am

trying to do is to build a prediction model to prediction the daily demand of a certain bike

station.

Figure 4.1 Average Demand per Month
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Figure 4.2 Total demand for each station

4.1 Methods

In order to build the prediction model and analysis the influence of weather on the bike

demand, two different sets of features are compared in this section. Feature set (a) include

the basic date information without the weather data, while the other feature set (b)

include both the date information and the weather in formation. Both of the features

selected for the models are shown below.

Feature set (a): ifweekday, dayofweek(from 0 to 6), weekoftheyear(from 1 to 54)

Feature set (b):ifweekday, dayofweek(from 0 to 6), weekoftheyear(from 1 to 54), WSF5

(miles per hour ), Tavg ( Fahrenheit ), SNWD ( in inches)

Feature set (a) contains three different variables generated from the Citi Bike trip data set.

Based on the trip start time, I create three new parameters, ifweekday, dayofweek and
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weekoftheyear. Ifweekday presents if the trip happened on week day, if so, this parameter

equals 1, otherwise, equals 0. Similarly, the dayofweek and weekoftheyear shows the

number of day of the trip start date within that week and the number of week within that

year respectively.

Feature set (b) contains feature set (a) and three more weather features, the WSF5, Tavg

and SNWD. WSF5 is the fastest 5-second wind speed, Tavg is the average

temperature of the day and SNWD is the snow(rain) depth. Those three parameters

present the wind, temperature and snow(rain) of the trip day quantitatively.

4.1.1 Lasso Regulation used on Generalized Regression Model

To build the model for demand prediction, I decided upon implementing a linear

Regression technique. The reason for this choice was that we can choose a target

distribution for the response variable (demand per station), which we assume to be from

the exponential family of distributions (Poisson, Gamma, Binomial,etc). Particularly for

our case, this was a vital choice due to the particular nature of our problem, count data,

double peaked as evening and morning traffic due to office-goers was particularly high.

Hence, unlike a simple regression model which assumes a Gaussian distribution for the

response variable Yi, I could access several other distributions which suited the data.

Another interesting feature of General Linear Models is that it links the response variable

Yi to the linear model via a link function which is also related to the distribution which I

choose to model the data on. I intend to fit the model using Gaussian Distribution and

Poisson Distribution.
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The LASSO (Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) is a regression method

that involves penalizing the absolute size of the regression coefficients. By penalizing (or

equivalently constraining the sum of the absolute values of the estimates) we end up in a

situation where some of the parameter estimates may be exactly zero. The larger the

penalty applied, the further estimates are shrunk towards zero.

4.1.2 K-means Clustering Method

I also employed K-means clustering to cluster pairs of stations based on the demand

between them. To build these models we first extracted three features for each pair of

stations. For every station pair I have the weekday (1 if weekday, 0 otherwise),

week-number(1-52) as the first two features and daily demand, which is the number of

daily trips between these two stations as the third feature for the clustering.

Clustering is an unsupervised learning problem whereby we aim to group subsets of

entities with one another based on some notion of similarity. The algorithm is as

follows:

1. Choose a center uniformly randomly from the data points

2. Calculate distance between each data point and the center nearest to it and call it D(x)

3. Choose a new data point randomly as center, with weighted probability distribution

proportionate to D(x)2 for an element x

4. Repeat 2 and 3 till K centers are chosen

5. Now proceed with K-means clustering
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This seeding method greatly improves the final error rates of K-means.

4.2 Experimental Results

4.2.1 Generalized Linear Regression

With Lasso model selection to build the model, I also use four fold cross validation for

model evaluation. By comparing two different sets of predictors, we surprisingly find that

week number ,weekday and if weekend , these three parameters yield a strong

performance. The result of two different models using two sets of features are

compared in Table. Four different models are generalized linear model using Gaussian

distribution to predict demand without weather features (G_nw) , generalized linear

model using Poisson Distribution without weather features (P_nw), generalized linear

model using Gaussian distribution to predict demand with weather features (G_w) and

generalized linear model using Poisson distribution to predict demand with weather

features (P_w).

Table 4.3 Performance of four different models

Model R-squared Residual

sum of

squares

Score

G_nw 0.74 35965.74 0.49

P_nw 0.75 36891.63 0.50
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G_w 0.86 29379.44 0.73

P_w 0.89 26453.98 0.76

The score in the table 4.3 is the coefficient of determination R^2 of the prediction. The

coefficient R^2 is defined as (1 - u/v), where u is the residual sum of squares ((y_true -

y_pred) ** 2).sum() and v is the total sum of squares ((y_true - y_true.mean()) **

2).sum(). The best possible score is 1.0 and it can be negative (because the model can be

arbitrarily worse). A constant model that always predicts the expected value of y,

disregarding the input features, would get a R^2 score of 0.0.

We can see from the table 4.3 that R-squared measures how this model fit the training

data，the models without weather features have explained most of the demand predict.

Despite the season and the weather, demand of bikes can be predicted well with only the

date number. At the same time, weather factor helps a lot as well in demand prediction.

When weather features are added in the model, the score of model increase from 0.49 to

0.73. While using two different distributions in the model didn’t give much difference in

the result. The Poisson model performs slightly better than the Gaussian model.

Take station(ID 3814) as an example, Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.6 shows the demand

prediction of that station in 2017 with and without the weather features.
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Figure 4.4 Demand Prediction without weather factors

Figure 4.5 Demand prediction with weather elements

We can see that the prediction of the demand vary within a week and the demand

increase as the month increase, However, the actual demand has more data fluctuations
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and wider variance based on other factors and the demand of bike in a year is a curve line

rather than a straight line. The Figure b that include the weather features in the model

resolve those problems and gives a reliable prediction result. We can see that weather

factor has great influence on the result. All three weather elements in the model

(temperature, wind and rain/snow) contributes to the result a lot.

4.2.2 Clustering Model

I use K means clustering method to cluster station pairs and their daily demand. I select

each station as the begin point and another station as the end point. Then I calculate the

demand for that specific bike trip route. The best error rate with K- means comes with the

parameters k=5, maxiterations=10 and runs=10. Table shows that here are 5 clusters with

different average daily demand between the pairs of stations that fall in each of these

clusters respectively. Cluster 0 consists of pairs of stations that have high demand

between them while Cluster 3 can be thought of as the cluster that has pair of stations

with low daily demand.

On exploring these clusters further, we can find that one of the highest demand is

between the Yankee Ferry Station in the Governor’s Island and itself. This could be

because it only one of the 3 Citi Bike clusters on the whole island. So many of the trips

are made in the summer months from this station to itself. This station falls in Cluster 0.

One of the pair of stations in Cluster 3 with lowest demand is the pair of 11th and W52nd,

3rd and E12th stations. We can why this would be true, as this ride is more than 4 miles
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long and would have taken 40 minutes on average to complete. So the clustering model

gives a reasonable result.

Table 4.6 Clustering Result

Cluster Daily Demand

0 26.71039296477

1 5.0141986697

2 3.401296125466

3 2.240122955343

4 11.49627743252
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5. Gender Prediction

As we can see from earlier analysis, Of subscriber-based rides in January through

December 2017, men took 72.3% of all trips, and women 27.7%. In this section ,I want to

discuss what is the cause of this disparity, and how can it be resolved? Can we design a

model to predict the gender of the user when the user information is missing?

The figure shows below is the top ten Citi Bike station with the most male users (as

shown in blue dots ) and the top ten Citi Bike station with the most female users (as

shown in orange dots). The number presents the ratio of number of trips made by male to

number of trips made by female. If the number is larger than 1, it means that the more

than half of the trips begin from this station are made by men. It is clearly shown that this

two groups have a clear classification where stations most used by male are located in the

north part of Jersey that close to Manhattan. While the stations most used by female are

mostly located in the south part.
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Figure 5.1 Top Ten Citi Bike Stations with the most male users and Top Ten Citi Bike Stations

with the most female users

(a)
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(b)

Figure 5.2 Trip Duration Distribution within two gender group , (a) male group ,(b) female

group

Also, after visualizing the trip duration for two different gender groups, we surprisingly

find that despite the similar distribution of trip duration between those two groups, the

median number for the female group is actually bigger than the male, which indicates that

female tend to use Citi Bike for longer time. As for the male group, most of the trips they

made are less than 350 minutes. It is a reasonable time period for commuters and light

exercise. While we are surprising to find that within the female group, around 40 percent

of the trips are longer than 350 minutes. This may indicate that the trip duration can be

used to analysis the different usage pattern between two different gender groups.

Given those characteristics, we assume that the duration and the start station location

can be useful to predict the user gender.

5.1 Method

In order to find the usage pattern of different gender group. I used the decision tree model

to build a prediction model based on the Citibike Trip data. Decision tree learning uses a

decision tree (as a predictive model) to go from observations about an trip (feature shown
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in the Citi Bike trip data set) to conclusions about the item's target value (gender of the

rider ). One of a great advantages of decision analysis is that a decision tree can be used

to visually and explicitly represent decisions and decision making. For this analysis, it is

easily for us to understand how this model is built.

5.2 Experimental Result

Among total 273886 trips in 2017, 72.3% of the records were contributed by the male

rider. So in this model the base line for the model performance is 72.3%

Like the demand analysis model, I use the four-fold cross validation to measure model

performance. After training the model , the accuracy is 83.2%. The decision tree figure is

as shown below.

Figure 5.3 Decision Tree Model

We can see that as we predicted ,the location of the start station and, trip duration and the

age of the rider values a lot in this decision tree model. Based on our discussion before,

female group has a unique characteristic on the choice about where to ride a bike and the

time spend on bike trip. The predictors shown in this decision tree model as in Figure

5.3 verified our hypothesis earlier that Age of the rider, trip duration, the choice on the
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start point and end point and the date (the number of the date within a week) is

informative for gender prediction.

Figure 5.4 Decision Tree Model (Part)

What is worth noticing is that there is a usage pattern stand out for female users who are

older than 70 years old and live inside New Jersey (As shown in Figure 5.4) Recall that

gender 1 represent male and gender 2 represent female. The first two boxes are mainly

female based on the value. Even though this user group is not large, they share a unique

usage pattern. This also match our earlier observation that the elder group stands out in

gender analysis. Different from other age groups, female users are way more active than

make users among users over 70 years old. And this user group has a specific

preference on the start start station, most of which are in quiet residental area.

5.3 Discussion

The big gender gap among Citi bike users has been found and discussed before. In 2015,

New York Times article found that “women typically attribute reduced cycling
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numbers to safety among car traffic.” Considering Citi Bike’s distribution across some of

the most congested parts of Manhattan and Brooklyn, lower female participation makes

sense. Further analysis of the gender divide by bike share station shows that bike stations

in North New Jersey and Manhatten are predominantly used by men, while South New

Jersey stations are more proportionately popular among women. Of the top ten stations

for each gender, women preferred the New Jersey residential neighborhoods. Also, the

same study shows that women also chose stations in areas with fewer lanes of traffic,

more limited truck traffic, fewer collision-based cyclist injuries in recent memory, and in

some cases, fast access to bridge entrances; men most often chose stations with more

traffic, some truck traffic, some collision-based cyclist injuries, and, typically,

connectivity to major transit hubs. This conclusion can also verified using the 2017 Citi

Bike data when we look closer into the bike station that mostly used by female and male

respectively. In the Figure 5.1, the top ten bike stations used by female users are in

residental area in New Jersey.
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6. Comparison between the usage of Citi Bike and NYC Cab

Since the cab data set’s size is 100 times bigger than the bike trip data set, to get a better

visual result, I used random sample method to create a sub cab data set that match the

size of the bike data. To see the distribution of the pick up points of two samples, I take a

random sample from the taxi data set of 3000000 records, which shares the same

magnitude as the bike data. This figure 6.1 shows the the pick up points of the cab trip

and the start station of the bike data. We can clearly see that that bike stations, and thus

bike rides, have a good coverage of Manhattan, especially below Central Park, and parts

of Brooklyn. While the cab trip concentrate in the Manhattan area.
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Figure 6.1 Pick up Points of Bike Trips and Cab Trips

6.1 Data Cleaning and Feature Extraction

Besides the data cleaning process mentioned earlier, in this section, I further removed

some outliers to make the graph clearer (for example several data points in rural

Brooklyn ). Also, the average speed of the trip is calculated for bike trips and taxi trips

respectively.
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The speed is calculated separately in two different methods. The cab speed is easy to

calculate simply use the distance and trip duration (trip end time minus trip star point).

However, the trip distance is not provided in the Citi Bike data set. In this case, I assigned

a new feature called L1 distance to each Citi Bike trip data. Different from using the

direct distance between the start point coordinate and the end point coordinate, L1

distance provide a closer estimate to the real distance having in mind the grid structure of

Manhattan (and beyond).

I define a new array w ([0.874804, 0.484478]) as the unit vector along the Avenue

direction , pointing towards NNE. And the L1 distance, instead of returning the distance

of the hypotenuse between the start point and the end point, gives the sum of the

distances of two legs of the right triangle whose leg indicates the vector w.

6.2 Comparison on Average Speed

(a) Taxi (b) Citi Bike

Figure 6.2 Average Speed Distribution，(a)Taxi , (b) Citi Bike
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The Figure 6.2 shows that the distribution of the average speed show great difference, the

cab clearly has a wider distribution in terms of speed, while most of the bike trips’ speed

remain in a relative low level. This finding is quite intuitive. While, the distribution of the

distance between those two method is surprisingly similar. The median value of the trip

distance of the cab sample is just slightly larger than the bike.

Figure 6.3 Relationship between Speed and Distance

From the figure 6.3 above, it is clear that there is a large overlap between the two data

sets in terms of the trip distance and trip velocity. So, it is not necessary that cab is

always faster than the bike in New York City.

Take a typical weekday as an example, this figure show the trip mean velocity in a day

(splitting a day in 24 hour time window). We can observe that there is a peak of the mean

velocity for both the taxi and the bike among 2-4 am. It is possibly because of the good

traffic condition. And as people start to wake up and go outside, the mean velocity of the

taxi drops rapidly. At the peak hour of the day around 8-9am, the mean velocity of taxis

is even lower than the bikes. So it is reasonable to choose bikes rather than taxi in the

middle of a weekday.
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Figure 6.4 Speed Comparison

6.3 Comparison on Usage pattern

We stack all weeks in the data set and compute the number of bikes and taxi trips that

start within one hour window (normalized to the total number for sake of visualization).

Figure 6.4 Usage Comparison within a week
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Figure 6.4 shows an interesting pattern of the usage of bike. The peaks of bike usage in

weekdays are during morning and evening rush hours, which indicate that many bike

users choose to use Citi Bike for daily commute. While the usage pattern in weekends

show great difference from the usage in weekdays. The only peak in weekends appear

around moon, which maybe because that people tend to use Citi Bike as a leisure and

prefer to go out during the warm hours. The usage pattern of taxi didn’t show large

difference between weekdays and weekends. The evening usage peak of the usage of

bikes appear eariler than the taxi’s evening peak. This may be because of the sunset will

influence the willing of people to use bikes as their transportation method. Also, the taxi

demand shows that their are two peaks in the evening rush hour, appear around 7 and 11

separately. This pattern is especially obvious on Fridays and Saturdays. This may indicate

that taxi is still the main transportation choice for after-hour leisure activities compared to

bikes. And as the demand of taxi reaches peak on Friday nights and Saturday nights, the

demand for Citibikes drops correspondingly. This is also a evidence that shows that

Citibike is a replacement for taxi for many people.

Figure 6.5 Trip Duration within a Week
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Summing over all week and splitting a week in 24x7 one hour time windows, here we

compute the average trip duration for every trip starting within each of such windows.

Here we can see a clear difference between the usage of bikes and taxis on weekends.

The average trip duration of bikes on weekends show a great increase on weekends,

which further indicate that people treat Citibike not only as a mean of transportation but

also a convenient tool for physical exercise and leisure activities.
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7. Discussion

Based on the experiments and explores discussed above, we can see that the hypotheses I

brought up in the beginning part is basically verified. The usage of Citi Bike system

follows a pattern that influenced by the weekday/weekend and the weather a lot. The

difference of the demand and speed of the bike is clear between weekdays and weekends.

Based on the different usage pattern, a predict model using generalized linear regression

algorithm can be used to predict the daily demand on the Citi bikes of a certain bike

station. The model combines weather factor and date information, and gives satisfying

result. Also, two different gender group have its unique usage habit. Even though men

took most of the usage of the Citi bike trips, women tend to take a longer trip than wen

based on the trip data. In order to encourage more women to join the biker family,

creating a new bike-friendly environment may be helpful. As for the elder group,

female shows active usage pattern compare to male. So to the bike sharing company, it

may be nice to take more care of the elder female group since they are already a steady

user group of the bike sharing service. Since the limitation on the data source, this study

studies only involve weather factors. For further study on the usage pattern and demand

analysis, social factors can be also studied like major social event etc. Also, users can be

categorized with more details like students, travelers and commuters etc.

Another interesting finding is that I confirm that even in a big city like New York city,

bikes can be used as a replacement transportation method for taxi, which further prove
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that the bike sharing systems can not only provide people a convenient way for physical

exercise but also release the pressure on urban traffic and air pollution. Given that fact

that the demand for taxi do decrease when people are using Citi bikes, it is reasonable to

encourage people to use bike sharing services for short commute instead of using

taxis or private vehicles. The study on the average speed gives similar conclusion. It turns

out that during the peak hours, Citi bikes can be a even faster choice. It is easy to

understand that people prefer a warmer and safer choice, like taxi, at Friday or Saturday

night after hanging out with friends. But during the daytime especially in spring or

summer, bikes can be more efficient than taxis. Also, more studies can be done using

this public bike sharing data. For further study, more elements and predictors can be

included in the prediction model like the household income among different areas in New

York City to enhance the performance of the model. Also, comparison on the bike

sharing systems in different cities can be analysis to generalize the finding.
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8.Conclusion

This project is data analysis project and the best lesson I learned is to comprehend the

data as thoroughly as possible. Before conducting the real experiment, research on the

similar studies and practices are needed. Those preparation can helps with creating a clear

framework of the experiments and having a specific assumption in mind. In this project,

the data collection, data cleaning and the feature extraction takes most of the time, which

I believe is true to most of the data analysis projects. Only after those preparation can you

make sure that this project is feasible and meaningful. The data pre-processing procedure

is full of unexpected errors and cause a lot of problem to me. The problems include

unavailable data, messy data, disordered data schema etc. What I learned in SILS help

with managing the project in a productive way and foreseeing the possible problems.

Even thought the preparation took longer time than expected, the result is not influenced

by this problem.

Also, in this project, different types of data models are used. The correct understanding of

the model is built on the understanding of the data. This project contains knowledge from

not only information science but also statistics and urban planning. Those domain

knowledge is crucial to the data analysis program, and the open mind I learned from SILS

to absorb knowledge from all kinds of area really helps with this project. During this

master paper, I got help from friends in statistics and urban planing area, ITS department
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staff and professors in SILS. They really help me to overcome a lot of problems from the

structure of the paper to all sorts of technical errors. This paper really teaches me to

clearly define a problem and try to resolve it with all means.
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Appendix

1. Citi Bike Trip Histories data schema

Citi Bike Company publish downloadable files of Citi Bike trip data. The data includes:

 Trip Duration (seconds)

 Start Time and Date

 Stop Time and Date

 Start Station Name

 End Station Name

 Station ID

 Station Lat/Long

 Bike ID

 User Type (Customer = 24-hour pass or 3-day pass user; Subscriber = Annual

Member)

 Gender (Zero=unknown; 1=male; 2=female)

 Year of Birth

2. NYC Cab data schema

https://s3.amazonaws.com/tripdata/index.html
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3. NOAA weather data schema
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